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press insect attack: 
identifying and assessing 
damage 

Wood can be a food source wood to be decayed. 
for many insect species. Structural weakening can 
Timber in buildings can be result from infestation by 
attacked by a range of some beetles. This Guide 
wood-boring insects. Each contains advice on identifying and treating 
insect has preferred timber inspecting timber for wood- 
species and some need the boring insects, and 

identifying different types 
of attack. It should be read 
in conjunction with Good 
Repair Guide 12 on 

wood rot on timber. 

Many insect species use wood as a food source, 
causing damage to timber by tunnelling into 
standing trees, fieshly felled logs or wet 
decaying timber. A few beetles attack dry 
timber in buildings. 

or in cracks in timber, hatch to release small 
grubs (larvae) which bore into the wood, 
feeding on it and creating a network oftunnels. 
The larvae ofmost wood-boring beetles fill the 
tunnels with excreted wood pellets known as 
bore du.rt0rja.s. The size, shape and cross- 
section ofthe tunnels, and the characteristics of 
the bore dust are usehl in identifling the 
species ofbeetle (see photographs on page 2 
and Table 1). 

M e r  feeding, usually for several years, the 
larvae undergo a transformation within the 
timber, through a pupal stage into the adult 
beetle. The beetles emerge, leaving the familiar 
‘woodworm’ exit holes in the surfaces ofthe 
timber. The adults do not themselves cause 
hrther damage but, after mating, females often 
reinfest by laying their eggs in suitable timber. 
Damp conditions generally encourage 
infestation by most insects and, in particular, 
death watch beetle and common hrniture 
beetle. 

Eggs laid by adult beetles on timber surfaces, 
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Areas at greatest risk from attack, particularly if they 
are damp 
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Common furniture beetle 

House longhorn beetle 

Death watch beetle 

m 

Lyctus powderpost beetle 

m- 
rpes of wood-boring beetle infestation 

0 attacks the sapwoael of aB s- and Europewl hwdwoad thbws, such as oak and 
e6n, in buikbgs thwugttout BWn. 

0 kffeststknBerswithmOi~contentStyPicalof mootwdvMlatedmfsmdsuspended 
ground k s  but such i n f e e s  am uwaHy only of moderafa sw&y and low activity. 
AsevereacWi&talionhdicatesaW~~probJem. 

ktstarbd m existing: buiiings. 
ton timbers in particularly damp 

canditians hg in M e r  dwellings with smalkhernion joists cut itam smatl trees with a lot 
of sapwopd) and in the satwood edges of floorboards Mid, can be severely tunnelled. 

0 tends to die out h internal joinery, staircases and midAoors wtwn central heating is 

0 rarely cdlus~s structural viwkeming except in sm AIuP 
- ~ I l s * s v c k l ~ ~ l  
0 notcomm~l inthe WC ex~t incer ta ln  parts of north Surrey. 

prineilly found in roof timbers, can result in strulrrtolrgl wakening. 
riot sigmflcantty encouraged by damp canditions. 

The suppmthg dacumen- of the Building Regulations requires that new roof timbers must 
be @vm suitatrle preservaYg pre-treatment in designated local Butharity areas. 
a e t h ~ ~ ( ~ n r l u $ k a u m )  

half ofthe wf; less frequent in the north of England; 
unknawninse-ex 

only found in W i g s  more than 100 years old buii with hardwood thnbers (eg 
oak and elm), atthough an infestation may spread into adjacent solRwood timbers (eg 
idsbtbns  in hardwood wall plates commonly spread to SoffwDOd truss ends bearing on 
the Plates). 

rare cases of 'imported' infested timbers. 
0 

a requires damp conditions as Wen as some fungal decay for establishment. 
0 localised, typically, in timbers such as wall plates, truss ends, bonding timbers, wall frames 

and panelling, in buildings with dampness problems caused by leaks or condensation (eg 
traditional chwch buiMigs with or veilation). 

must be considered careUy. 1, my cause mre damage. 
M-pewecwpost-t 
0 fowdwortdwide. 
0 derives its name from the severity of the damage it causes, often reducing the sapwood to 

0 attacks the sapwbod of hardwood timbers wrth wide pores (eg oak, elm). 
0 fgeds on the starch in hardwood timbers so it dies out naturally after 10 to 15 years when 

the starch content is depleted. Any infestations in older timbers should be extinct. 
does not attack sohood timbers so most modem strudural timbers are unaffected. 

1, infests timber components usually befwe delivery to site, and can remain active in these 
timbers after instanation in the building. Infestation is common in plywoods manufactured 

a powdered mass within two to fwr years. 

from SUSCeptiMe timbers. 
wwd-bwm-tPenbrltwun,huttanlsftdEwrphyumconllnr) 
0 attgcksonlydamp,decayedtimber. 

Rot a primary cause of timber deter 

0 commonly attacks damp joist ends and the backs of skirting boa 
0 diss out rapidly with drying of affected timber. 

0 rwely fwnd in building timbers, being restricted to certain hardwoods (eg beech, eh). 

it may increase the rate of 
deterioration by its tunnelling. 

--m@-psotlrdcandr) 

Locating timbers showing evidence of attack 
Wood-boring insect damage varies from widespread to highly localised 
attack. Inspect the building thoroughly to establish the extent and severity of- 
the attack, and whether it is still active. Ideally, examine all the timbers for 
evidence of exit holes, particularly those in areas which could have been 
subjected to persistent dampness (see illustration, page 1). Use a strong light 
to examine the timbers and gain access to roofvoids and subfloor spaces. 
Where there are severe constraints on access (eg floorjoists), sampling the 
timbers could be acceptable provided everyone concerned understands the 
limitations ofthis approach. 
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Stop2:ldent#yfhtypeofdamwge 
Step 3: Assess activity and extent of 

Step 4 Treat active infestations when 
w g e  

necessary 

Identifying the type of damage 
Indicators of insect activity are: 
0 fieshly cut exit holes and recently ejected bore dust, although dust may 

0 insect larvae extracted by probing the tunnelled timber. In practice, the 
have been shaken from timbers by foot traffic (eg on stairs), and 

larvae are d8icult to find. 

Identification of the insect causing the damage is important, not only in 
deciding if any wood preservative treatment is necessary but also in deciding 
ifany other action is needed. Table 1 identifies and classifies insect damage in 
building timbers into three damage categories so that unnecessary treatment 
can be avoided. 

Damage for which remedial treatment is usually needed 
Common furniture beetle Sapwood of softwoods Circular, 1-2 mm Numerous, close Cream, granular, lemon- 

and European hardwoods shaped pellets (x10 lens) 
Ptilinus beetle Limited number of Circular, 1-2 mm Numerous, close Pink or cream talc-like, not 

European hardwoods 
House longhorn beetle Sapwood of softwoods Oval, 6-10 mm, 

often ragged 

easily dislodged from tunnels 
Numerous, often coalesce Cream powder, chips and 
to powdery mass beneath cylindrical pellets 
the surface veneer 

Lyctus powderpost beetle Sapwood of coarse-pored Circular, 1-2 mm Numerous, close Cream, talc-like 

Death watch beetle Sapwood and heartwood Circular, 2-3 mm Numerous, close, Brown, disc-shaped pellets 
hardwoods 

of decayed hardwoods, eventually forming a 
occasionally softwoods honeycomb appearance 

Damage for which remedial treatment is necessary only to control associated wood rot 
Wood-boring weevil Any, if damp and decayed Ragged, 1 mm Numerous, close, breaking Brown, fine, granular 

Wharf borer beetle Any, if damp and decayed Oval, 6 mm Numerous, close, often Dark brown, mud-like 
through to surface in places (x10 lens) 

coalescing to form substance; plugs of 

Leaf cutter bee, Any, if badly decayed Circular, 6 mm 
solitary wasp 

cavities 
Sparse network 

coarse wood fibres 
Brown chips, metallic-like 
fragments, fly wings, barrel- 
shaDed cocoons of leaves 

Damage for which no remedial treatment is needed 
Pinhole borer beetle Anv in log form Circular. 1-2 mm Across grain. darklv stained None 
Bark borer beetle Bark of softwoods Circular, 1-2 mm, some 

and hardwoods in bark, few in sapwood 
Wood wasp Sapwood and heartwood Circular, 4-7 mm 

of softwoods 
Forest longhorn beetle Any Oval, 6-10 mm on bark 

edges only; may be larger 
in some hardwoods 

Marine borers Any timber submerged None, but tunnel sections 
can be exDosed bv sawing in the sea 

Network between bark and 
few in sapwood 
Few, widely spaced 

Cream and brown round 
pellets underlying wood 
Coarse, densely packed 

Few, widely spread; 
sections on sawn surfaces, 
oval, 6-10 mm 

None or, rarely, small plugs 
of coarse fibres 

Circular, up to 15 mm 

- 

None, but tunnels may have 
white chalkv lining 
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I 
Timber attacked by house longhorn beetle: 
the surface skin of wood has been lifted to 
show the damage underneath 

~ 

Good Repair Guides are accessible, 
illustrated guides to defect diagnosis, 
assessment and repair. The series will be 
available on CD-ROM during 1997. 
Guidance is also available from the BRE 
Advisory Service (Tel: 01923 664664). 
More detailed advice is available in the 
following: 
0 Recognising wood rot and insect 

damage in buildings. Bravery A F, 
Berry R W, Carey J K and Cooper D E. 
Garston, CRC, 1992. 

0 Remedial treatment of wood rot and 
insect attack in buildings. Berry, R W. 
Garston, CRC, 1994 

0 Surveyor's checklist for 
rehabilitation of traditional housing. 
Garston, CRC, 1990. 

Other BRE Good Repair Guides 
0 5 - Diagnosing the causes of 

dampness 
0 12 - Wood rot: assessing and 

treating decay 
BRE Digests 
0 299 -Dry rot: its recognition and 

cure 
0 307 -Identifying damage by wood- 

boring insects 
0 345 -Wet rots: recognition and 

control 

ENVIRONMENT 
TRANSPORT 

Assessing activity and extent of damage 
Common furniture beetle 
Infestations, even of long standing, are usually of little structural significance 
and therefore require little or no replacement of timber. You can determine 
the extent ofdamage by probingwith a sharp instrument to remove 
powdered wood. 

House longhorn beetle 
Infestations commonly cause structural damage, particularly where the 
timbers affected contain a large proportion of sapwood. In buildings 
constructed from about 1920 onwards, damage can be significant, but in older 
buildings where timbers tend to contain lower proportions of sapwood, the 
significance of damage is usually less. Assess damage by thorough probing, 
drilling or sounding as the house longhorn beetle usually leaves a sound skin 
ofwood over the damaged timber (see photograph, left). 

Death watch beetle 
Attack can be difficult to assess for structural damage as it is often localised in 
built-in timbers, such as joist ends, or as substantial cavities deep in the centre 
of large timbers. Augment surface probing by rigorous probing of timbers 
where they enter potentially damp walls, by 'sounding' with a hammer, and 
by drilling or probing into large timbers showing evidence of exit holes not 
associated with sapwood edges. 

Lyctus powderpost beetle 
Damage by Lyctus powderpost beetle normally falls into two categories. 
0 Embers more than about ZOyears old. Any infestation will be extinct. The 

sapwood edges of large-section hardwood beams in older properties may 
be damaged, but this is not generally of structural significance. 

0 Embers less than ZOyears old. Hardwood fittings and plywood components 
may be severely damaged and will usually require replacement. 

Wood-boring weevil 
Weevil infestations of decayed damp timber require no specific remedial 
measures beyond those necessary to eradicate the fungal decay. Very 
extensive infestations may cause temporary annoyance to building occupants 
when adult beetles leave the timber and invade inhabited rooms. 

Ptilinus beetle 
Damage is very rare in buildings and then only in hardwoods. Assessment and 
significance (but not treatment) is identical to that of common furniture 
beetle. 

Note: Ifthere is any possibility that the damage caused by House longhorn 
beetle and Death watch beetle could affect the structural integrity of the 
building, a structural survey should be arranged. 
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